Abstract
INTRODUCTION
For Indonesian people, Mandarin and Japanese are quite popular foreign languages to be studied. It deals with Mandarin which is being the second international language and according to UNESCO, it has been used by more than one billion people in the world (Rohmatillah, 2012) .
In Indonesia, it was marked as new beginning of history called reformation or reform in May 1998, Mandarin was massively tought and learned after 30 years for being banned. As Gus Dur was served as president of Indonesia in 2000, a presidential decree was launched which associated with the right for Chinese to run all kinds of expression of Chinese culture, thus including of Mandarin language learning and its literature. This presidential decree is being a mark that Mandarin language activities, includes teaching and learning is accomodated as in formal and informal. This teaching activity is performed in some forms, such as course, private course, training, extraculicullar, an optional study or compulsory study in any Chinese department in many Indonesian's University. (Sutami, 2016) Numbers of Mandarin learner increase and it is proved by numbers of Indonesian students who study in China has reached 13.700 people since 2010, with an annual rise by 10 percent and the the majority of them studied in the department of Chinese language (Jegho, 2015) .
Meanwhile, according to Japanese Embassy in Indonesia Yasuaki Tanizaki, Japanese has more than 870 thousand learners in Indonesia (Rini, 2016) . It shows that Mandarin and Japanese are the most interested language in Indonesia.
Beside Mandarin, the Chinese people in Indonesia, especially in Medan, North Sumatra are the native speakers of Hokkien Chinese. It is related to the history of the Chinese migration into Indonesia. The ancestors of Chinese people in Indonesia are from China, precisely from Guangdong, Hokkien and Hainan. In Indonesia, they live and marry to local people (Christian, 2017, p. 12) .
Therefore, Hokkien Chinese as a cultural practice of Chinese who have settled in Medan is a form of maintained activities even for extended years. Japanese also has a related history with Chinese. First, the former Japanese did not have their own characters, thus they adopted Chinese characters into Japanese then it was known as kanji. The accession of Kanji into Japan is predicted in the 5 th century, which was brought by Chinese people who are called Toraijin (渡来人) through the Korean peninsula Chōsenhantō (朝鮮半島). (Kasahara, 1992, p.27) . In progress of time, Japanese gradually started to modify and simplify several forms of kanji and then they were created as their own characters which are called kana (Hiragana and Katakana) .
Even though the modifications to kanji have been created, the phonetics of Chinese are still used in Japanese with some adjustment to the Japanese's pronunciation ability. It makes some Japanese vocabularies are the result of phonetic in kanji which derived from China. This authentic phoneme of kanji is called onyomi (読) and the form of vocabularies uses the phonetics of onyomi is called kango.
Based on the description above, it is known that there is a hypothesis of kinship between Mandarin, Hokkien Chinese in Indonesia and Japanese Kango. Mandarin and Hokkien are surely from one stock languages, that is proto Sino-Tibet. (Matthew, 2002) Meanwhile, the Japanese language is reviewed by the Kekerabatan Antara Bahasa Mandarin, Hokkian dan Jepang: Tinjauan Leksikostatistik (Abdul Gapur, Dina Shabrina Putri Siregar, Mhd. Pujiono) ISSN 0854-3283 (Print), ISSN 2580-0353 (Online) history is influenced mostly by the Chinese language. This research discusses about the kinship between Mandarin, Hokkien Chinese in Indonesia and Japanese Kango by using lexicostatistics approach. Linguistics is traditionally distinguished for three branches namely, descriptive linguistics, historical linguistics and comparative linguistics (Antila, 1989, p. 20) . The descriptive linguistics is concerned with finding and formulating the structure of a language in particular time.The synchronic term in general has similar meaning with descriptive, that includes dialectology and sociolinguistics. Synchronic is the opposite of Diachronic, while the diachronic is the synonym of historical linguistics. Comparative linguistics has two main concerns. They are (1) to determine the facts and degrees of two languages kinship or more and (2) to reconstruct the proto of language itself. in way of linguistics studies, language kinship has relationship between an effort in searching for the history of a language through the reconstructionof its proto language and the determining the fact of and the rank of its kinship. Fernandez (1996, p. 33) states that the study about kinship between languages is available through the study of historical comparative.
Comparative-historical linguistics is a branch of linguistics that studies about the language in the field of time with the change of language elements which occurs by the time (Keraf, 1996, p. 22) . According to Fernandez (1996, p. 14) comparative historical linguistics is a branch of linguistics which has the main tasks, among others, to establish facts and levels of interrelatedness of kinship that is closely related to the grouping of language kinship.
Furthermore & Mbete (2009, p. 1) says that comparative historical linguistics is a branch of linguistics that studies and examines language in time dimensions, especially the past. Within this time dimension, the study is diachronic, which the language has developed and evolved through time, and it is contrast to synchronic descriptive linguistics. This theory is developed by some experts, namely Jacob Grimm (1787--1863), Lehman (1972 ), Hock (1988 , Bynon (1979) . This theory is also called as diachronic theory, which discusses about form analysis and continuous language changing that equipped with sound changing. For examples to reconstruct a former language, such old-time language (proto) existed for thousand years ago. This old language had changed and been splited into variety of languages in case an effect of place and time changing. These derivative languages inherited the norms of its origin and will change later because of the development (innovation) occurred after knowing that those languages are different (Ino, 2015) .
The kinship between groups of language in comparative study is essentially proved based on the legacy elements of the origin or proto language. The language concept of origin or proto language is actually not a grammatical form for what it looks like, but it is redesigned or reassembled as a portrait of any languae past. In other words, this concept is built to be a very simple idea for connecting the systems of language which has language kinship one to another by using particular norms. The facts of linguistics in form of regularity, comparability which are found in the languages kinship shows the evidence of shared authenticity inherited from the same ancestor.
Within the similar inherent of characteristics, the close relationship between language kinship are found and the language system is easily to be marked (Ino, 2015) .
Comparative historical linguistics aims to explain the relationship between kinship and the history of languages in a particular region. The relation of the basic is abstracted in the genealogical form. Behind the relationship, implied facts of linguistics become the basic of determination and proof of kinship relationship.
Language Kinship Between Mandarin, Hokkian Chinese and Japanese: Lexicostatistics Review (Abdul Gapur, Dina Shabrina Putri Siregar, Mhd. Pujiono) ISSN 0854-3283 (Print), ISSN 2580-0353 (Online) These facts illustrate the historical process of the languages of the relatives in the course of time. The historical process is related to the change and forwarding of elements (static) and the structure of language.
Lexical landscape is one of the most important in the study of comparative. This looked especially on the observations of an early level in the grouping of efforts between the related language. By using evidence quantitative centered oriented on observation glance at some basic vocabulary can be determined a group of related based on prosentasenya, while the phonological landscape can be used in a higher level to determine grouping proto language Based on the change of phones which is regularly occurred in each language kinship can be formed the phonemic correspondence (Ino, 2015) .
Basically an efforts of the investigation to the kinship of language for the purpose of language grouping (sub-grouping) or research origin language, is as a discovery to the conclusive proof, that was found in every language which is being compared. The evidence can be quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative evidence is in the form of a number of relative vocabulary (cognate set) pertaining to the retention altogether (shared retention). Qualitative evidence in the form of innovation together (shared innovation and the phonological correspondence (Crowley, 2010) .
The historical comparative of several languages can be reached by quantitative approach apart from using a qualitative approach. The quantitative approach has been done through the procedure of grouping the language in accordance with the percentage of many calculation lexicostatistics applied by the scholars in setting the group of language kinship beside a qualitative approach (Nothofer in Fernandes, 1996, p. 23 The technique of lexicostatistics is a method of language grouping in a study of historical linguistics comparative which is already used by lot of researchers of language in the world , the most famous used by Dyen in his work in grouping the austronesian languages based on 250 famous language. Technique lexicostatistics uses statistics numbers as basic for the choice with the kinship relation of some languages in the research from the aspect of vocabulary. Fernandes (1996, p. 23) . states that quantitative approach with lexicostatistics technique uses the main data such the list of swadesh (two hundreds basic vocabulary) to find out the cognitive intrument in language which is in the research. Afte the preparing list is filled by, the percentage of cognate is determined by using the understanable about the rules of systemical phonetics changing inter-languages Nothofer in Langgole (1992, p. 53) . that Lexicostatistics has several advantages compared to other methods. They are: (1) as a list of basic vocabularies which is quickly to determine the language kinship; (2) as a means of grouping languages or dialects whose language is not old enough; (3) as a tool or method that can be used at the initial stage to determine language classification. So the lexicostatistics technique with several advantages is used to determine the level of kinship in Japanese, Chinese, and Mandarin. Crowley (2010, pp. 191--192) confirms that the lexicostatistics technique is used to depart two basic assumptions. First, some parts of the vocabulary of a language are subjects which are more or less changed or replaced by any other vocabulary.
The main changing of vocabulary is relatively similar and applied for all languages. Second, the gap during the time of vocabulary changes is little bit similar and occured for all languages.
For this assumption, it has found that the main vocabulary exists at least for 80.5 percent in a thousand years or it means that the main vocabulary of a particular language will be replaced by 19.5 percent of new vocabulary in a thousand years. Keraf (1996) explains the way of lexicostatistics technique works based on several principles. First, collect a number of words from basic vocabulary. Secondly, determine the pairs of basic vocabulary which are close. In determining the basic cognate of vocabulary. It is viewed based on the rules of phonemic change.
In addition, in Historical Comparative Linguistic, phonemics change is also reviewed based on the regularity of changes or not (Fernandes, 1996, p. 68) . Phonetics changes which is regularly occured also be sorted in substitutions, splits, mergers and zero change.
The substitution of phonetic changes is a phonemic change in form of replacing a phoneme with another phoneme. Phonemic changes in the form of splits are phonemic changes with several phonemes or separation. Changes in the form of mergers are changes in some phonemes onto a phoneme which is also called a phonemic composite. Zero change is a none change of phonem or phonemic dismiss.
Change in phonemes is also distinguished from conditional phonemic changes and unconditional phonemic changes. Conditional phonemic changes occur when the phonemic changes do not occur in all positions (initial word position, word center position, word end position), but only occurs in certain position. Unconditional phonemic changes occurs when the phonemic changes occurs in the overall position, which occurs at the initial position of the word, the middle position of the word, from the final position of the word.
Considering the level of the comparative historic linguistic scope, Keraf (1996, p. 23) points out that the purpose and importance of comparative historical linguistics are namely (1) questioning the cognate languages by comparing the elements that show their kinship. The area used to make the comparison are phonology and morphology. The temptation in making the comparisons in the field of syntax gets unsatisfactory results. Two (2) establish the reconstruction of existing languages to ancient languages (proto languages) or languages that derive contemporary languages. In other words, comparative historical linguistics tries to find the proto language in modern languages nowadays.
METHOD
The method used in the research is the quantitative method. Quantitative method in comparative historical linguistics uses lexicostatistics technique. Quantitative research is research that emphasizes numerical data (numbers), which is processed by statistical methods (Azwar, 2007, p. 5) . According to Subana and Sudrajat (2005, p. 25) , quantitative research is viewed in terms of objectives, this study is used to reviewed a theory, presents a fact or describe statistics, and to show the relationships between variables and those that developing concepts, understanding or describe things.
Meanwhile the quantitative method with lexicostatistics technique is used to determine Data was collected by using the refer method, recording technique and note-taking technique as the optional advanced techniques. Thus, the informant was asked to say their own regional language vocabulary for each basic vocabulary contained in the Swadesh list.
The recording technique was used at the time the informant speaks the vocabulary. After recording is finished, then followed by the note-taking technique, so that the research data in the form of two hundred basic vocabulary from the three languages studied is able to be collected.
Note-taking is used by phonemic transcription according to the purpose of the study, which is to found the level of kinship of three languages. in accordance with Sudaryanto's view (2015, p. 133-136) . For the validity of the data from the informant, the data is consulted from the dictionary.
Lexicostatistics is a technique in grouping the languages. It tends to give priority to look up the words statistically. Then it tries to determine the grouping based on the percentage of the similarity and the difference of one language to another.
Lexicostatistics were aligning the language or dialect which prioritizes calculation to know the number of words in statistics in common words relatives rates compared (Grimes, 1987 in Ino, 2015 . Lexicostatistics contains the list of vocabulary which is compared in languages. Morris swadesh proposed 200 a vocabulary of the base that universal, which includes the words pronoun, said the number of words the limbs (the nature and their activities), nature and surrounding areas and daily cultural activity.
Lexicostatistics as one technique grouping language has been widely used by the scientists / linguist in this world. This technique uses statistic of numbers as the basic of its analysis. The technique is able to find all the two languages or more by taking into account the equation in vocabulary. According to Nothofer (1992) , lexicostatistics techniques have some excellences when it is compared with other methods. Certain excellences that referred to include (1) as vocabulary list which is quick to find and determine in certain single language (language kinship); (2) as a tool for grouping the kinship of language /dialect whch its protolanguage is nott ancient or quite old times; and (3) as a method of classification which can be used on a preliminary step to determine classifications of language.
Furthermore, Nothofer (1992) , sets out three basic assumptions of the lexicostatistics method, namely (1) basic vocabulary is replaced with the same gap in all languages at the same time. According to this assumption that every 1000 years is around 18-20% of the basic vocabulary that changes and applies to all languages simultaneously, (2) all the basic vocabulary contained in the basic vocabulary list is likely to change the words simultaneously, and (3) there is a particular basic vocabulary which is considered to be valid in every language in the world. The way lexicostatistics works as follows the pattern proposed by Keraf (1996) , namely, (1) collects number of words from the basic vocabulary, and (2) determines the basic vocabulary which match are equal. Furthermore, efforts to determine the basic basic vocabulary that follows the steps proposed by Keraf (1996) , namely, (1) looking for vocabulary that is not from a language/ loan word, (2) experiencing a single/ free morpheme by isolating all bound morphemes, and (3) comparing all pairs of words to determine a After obtained the percentage of the cognate of the three languages, the next step is the way to prove the different languages and dialect. Using this method , quantitative evidence in the form of their resemblances and in common vocabulary of the same origin in every language compared can be counted .The calculation of the number of the percentage based on the number of pairs of vocabulary of same origin a sum divided gloss are filled times a hundred percent.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION Mandarin Language
Word 'Mandarin' in English is taken from Portuguse (mandarim), which is from Malay. Another source states that Mandarin is literally from a designation from foreign to the elites of Dinasty Qing. Dinasty Qing is established by Manchu. This dynasty usually called the elites of the empire as Mandaren (man da ren /滿 大 人), which means the elites of Manchu. Hence, the language use for the Manchu's authorities at that time was also called 'Mandaren language'. Then, its transliteration has changed further into "Mandarin'.
There are other names of Mandarin, (1) Guoyu, is a term for the north dialect of Han language, which is known as Mandarin. Guoyu literally means 'national language'. In fact that Mandarin has been set as a governmental legal and the national language in some states, such as People's Republic of China and Republic of China in Taiwan. Two (2) Huayu is a term for the north dialect of Han, which is known as Mandarin nowadays. Huayu literally means "Hua language", which is the common language used by the Chinese, which shows Mandarin is spoken broadly.
Mandarin all best teachers in the entire state to change the complicated characters into the easier ones, thus the simplified writing appeared If the traditional writing had 15 lines, then the simplified writing only has 5 lines and it seems efficient.
In 1956, the simplified writing and its spelling were inaugurated in a congress, thus it is used and applied nowadays. Singapore is the first country outside China which uses the writing up to now. Taiwan, as the main holder of traditional characters has the authority since China switched the writing in 1956. Nowadays, Taiwan uses traditional characters as their daily note. The majority people of Taiwan have less understanding about traditional characters. They are feeling awkward for abbreviating the simplified characters because of the hazzy history of the characters. Traditional characters are created by people in thousand years ago. Traditional and simplified characters have similar tone and meaning. One difference is only on the writing system, even not much. Mostly they have the same form.
A Chinese word has many similar pronunciations with different meanings. The difference of these homophones is caused by the tonal quality for rising and falling tone in particular morphemes.
Mandarin has four tones, namely high, rising, falling-rising and falling, and the fifth additional tone is the neutral tone. For illustration, a word ma has four different meanings based on its tones. 
Hokkien Language
Hokkien or Hokkien is a branch of South Min language, which is a part of Han language. This language is broadly used in the Fujian Province (Hokkien), Taiwan, North side (Kengtang) and Southeast Asia where all the groups of Chinese immigrants are majority from the Fujian Province. Hokkien is also known as Holo language in China and Taiwan. Their ancestors had migrated to Indonesia after living for years in qing dynasty (between 1600-an until 1900). The remaining people which ha migratied early already been assimilated with the locals, this is mainly because of an ancestor of the Chinese in the old times did not usually bring their family (women). Therefore, if they would not back to their homes, they usually who had been settled in new living area would marry, especially with the local women.
In Medan, they who speak hokkien are mostly are Ciangchiu, this is also similar with the hokkien in Penang, Malaysia. The hokkien dialect in Medan is quite similar with those which is pronounced in Penang. But he hokkien on the east coast sumatra, for example Bagan siapi-api, mostly come from coanchiu. The dialect they speak are similar dialect with hokkien in taiwan Hokkien ethnic with its language is the majority of Chinese population in Indonesia. Numbers of Hokkien Chinese speakers are estimated for about 50 million all around the world. Hokkien people are concentrated in several areas such North Sumatra, Riau (Pekan Baru), West Sumatra (Padang), Jambi, South Sumatra (Palembang), Bengkulu, Jawa, Bali, Kalimantan (Banjarmasin, Kutai), Sulawesi (Makassar, Kendari, Manado) and Ambon (www.tionghoa. info.com).
Japanese Language
Japanese or Nihongo is the national language of Japan and it is used by people in daily. Japanese has a tight kinship of history with its surrounding states. One of those states is China, which has given the biggest influence to the Japanese language and culture in past. Therefore, Japanese kanji is likely similar to Chinese hanzi, but both have distinctive tones. Japanese kanji is obviously the Han characters which were brought to Japan archipelago. This characters are then borrowed as one of written varieties (Guānghuá, 2002, p. 87) . This is related to the development of Japanese which gained much influence by the Buddhist religion. Conceded before the Buddhist religion, Japanese used to communicate with them by using sign language or spoken.
According to a representative from kingdom of China to Japan, it was gained report that at the end of a century 6 th , they had no written letters and learned only by the use of notched sticks and knotted ropes'. Japanese develop into the systematic writing only in the 8 th through bringing together all writen texts and books which writen by popular Buddhist monks.
This situation helped the development of the language use and Chinese literature in systemic way. For those Sinto, which is the origin religion of Japanese has no writen text or literature, there were no experts , holy books and doctrins in doing the pray to the Gods (kami), so the descenting religion followers are not from books, or such reccords but only through the memory of the parent's that been given to the new generation. An intimate service ahead of exultation and the worship is run by Shinto's holy man by read the spells who was memorized. It is quite different with Buddha, Sinto is a kind of worship for the nature and it is not a systemic religion. It puts only to worship for nature and the formers and it has many kami (God).
Kami or God of Sun (Amateresu Oomikami) is concsidered as the descendant from Japanese emperor. before the Buddhist's coming, the interest about literature is not extremely needed for Japanese. Almost in 1100 years in the beginning of Jimmu emperor, Japanese had put the emperor so hight in position, thus the emperor with support from his people are able to conquer half of Korean area. This conquering has an impact for the entrance of Buddhist into Japan .At that time, language system and sytematic literature and also the influence of Chinese culture came into Japan through the Korean. The influence of religion and the cultural also has been rooted for long time in Korea. In 552, Raa in area of Pakche (one of Korean kingdom) was surrender and gave a holy book which was known as Buddhist doctrine, the arca of Buddha, some waves and umbrellas as the gifts for Japanese emperor. Two years later, the learners and Buddhist monks who had the knowledge about classical literature of China, science and music arrived in Japan. Even there was a contra for this Buddhist entrance. the silk chinese (book), bronze statue of Buddhist , colorful clothing ceremony , the way of speaking the pray,tinkling and cremation has attracted the interest of the Japanese to Buddhism".
Massive among Japanes have intention to learn about this newest religion. Regarding to the monks which are from China only speak Chinese. So thet they who are being the new followers should learn Chinese and its sinogram (kanji) at the first (Bin Jambi, 2003) .
For this reason, the former Japanese people took some parts of Hanzi and reformed them into new forms of Japanese characters. Then, it became the last three of the Japanese characters, namely hiragana, katakana and kanji. Beside these three forms, Japan created an easiness for beginners who know less about kana and kanji. Japan writes its language into phonetic transcription which is known as romaji. Thus, the Japanese writing itself is formed by four types of letter.
Japanese phonetic vocabulary retains the original phonetic of kanji named Kango. Tanimitsu (1995, p. 62--63) states that Kango is initially conveyed from China. The Japanese people used them as their own language although it is unclear when it happened. It is known that kango had been used in Nara era, and in the era of Heian. kango have been used in literary works such as monogatari 'story'. Altogether, within the developing era, kango is broadly used and now almost half words collected in dictionary of Kokugo Jiten are Kango. Thus, kango is the words which roots deeply into the life of Japanese through extended periods.
Based on the history, kango does not seem different from garaigo (loan-word) because they are from foreign languages. However, kango has a particular characteristic which is quite different from garaigo. Therefore, kango is special types of vocabulary in Japanese. Ishida (in Dahidi & Sudjianto, 2012, p. 87) 
Cognate word calculations between Mandarin, Hokkien Chinese and Japanese
The definition of cognate words is narrowly, and most ussually, one of two or more words or morphemes which are directly descended from a single ancestor for, in the single common ancestor of language in which the words or morphemes are found, with no borrowing.
The cognate words has function to identify the grouping or sub-group of comparative language. According to Bellwood (2000, p. 147), a defimition of cognate is one or more words which have similarity in meaning and phone has been derived from the origin language to one or more derivative language, and it is not kind of a borrowing words from any particular language outside. The procedure in determining the cognate or noncognate words by comparing phoneme with phoneme and phoneme with cluster of phoneme (Gudschinsky in Panggabean, 2004) . After knowing the comparable pairs of phoneme-phoneme or phoneme-cluster phoneme pairs, the criteria for the determination of related pairs are as follows:
1) The couples of phonem are identically similar.
2) The couples of phonem have similarity in comparing the phonetics.
3) The couples of phonems are totally differen in case of environmental effect. 4) The couples of phonmes found continuously in another matching couples which is in comparative position.
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Two words compared are only named cognate if there are at least three couples of phonem-phonem, phonem-cluster phonem, or cluster phonem-cluster phonem found as cognate. If the compared words have less than three phonems, then all the couples which is compared should be cognate.
The calculation of kinship percentage between the Mandarin, Indonesian Hokkien and Japanese Kango with lexicostatistics technique is conducted by applying procedures as follows: Finding the cognate words in these three languages is started from characters with the similar meaning. That step is crucial because there are several characters of kanji which have similar character with different meaning in Mandarin or Hokkien characters, for example「 聞」. In Japanese 聞 (shin) means 'listen' but in mandarin聞 (wén) means 'smell'. Thus, the determination of the cognate vocabularies follows the conditions as follows:
(1) Identical pair of words with all similar pronunciation. In order to avoid errors in statistic is to give an assumption that an event of language contact happens not in certain period, but during the particular per iods which is quite long. During this language contacts, it occurs an accumulation of differences between two languages, by the day it is more develops , and slowly but sure it becomes a mark of separation between the two languages. To calculate the errors is used a standard errors that is 70% from the correctness which is estimated.
Data soure of the research is spoken language which is collected by using list of 200 Swadesh vocabularies. The data consist 200 vocabularies and thus it is rechecked by looking up the dictionary (Mandarin and Japanese Kango). 
